Human tonotopic maps and their rapid task-related changes studied by magnetic source imaging.
A brief review of previous studies is presented on tonotopic organization of primary auditory cortex (AI) in humans. Based on the place theory for pitch perception, in which place information from the cochlea is used to derive pitch, a well-organized layout of tonotopic map is likely in human AI. The conventional view of tonotopy in human AI is a layout inwhich the medial-to-lateral portion of Heschl's gyrus represents high-to-low frequency tones. However, we have shown that the equivalent current dipole (ECD) in auditory evoked magnetic fields in the rising phase of N100m response dynamically moves along the long axis of Heschl's gyrus. Based on analyses of the current sources for high-pitched and low-pitched tones in the right and left hemispheres, we propose an alternative tonotopic map in human AI. In the right AI, isofrequency bands for each tone frequency are parallell to the first transverse sulcus; on the other hand, the layout for tonotopy in the left AI seems poorly organized. The validity of single dipole modelling in the calculation of a moving source and the discrepancy as to tonotopic maps in the results between auditory evoked fields or intracerebral recordings and neuroimaging studies also are discussed. The difference in the layout of isofrequency bands between the right and left auditory cortices may reflect distinct functional roles in auditory information processing such as pitch versus phonetic analysis.